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Superiority of our weak supervision approach with 3D
projection rays.
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Fig. 1. The left figure shows the phenomenon that, the 2 points of equal distance to
the back-projected ray in 3D space are of different distances to ray’s native point in
2D image plane. The right figure is the corresponding visualization result from the top
view.

In order to further analyze the superiority of our weak supervision signal from
RGB image, we show the defect of estimating the inconsistency between 2D and
3D prediction on joint’s position in 2D image plane space. As shown in Fig. 1,
given a 2D joint within RGB image, its ground-truth (GT) 3D counterpart is on
the back-projected ray according to the camera parameters. For two predicted
3D points symmetric to the back-projected ray, no matter where the GT 3D joint
is located on the ray, the two predicted points have the same distance to the GT
3D joint in 3D space. Our approach calculates the distance between predicted
3D points and back-projected 3D rays can maintain the error consistency. In
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contrast, projecting 3D point to 2D image plane leads to essential inconsistency.
As shown in Fig. 1 (right), we show an intuitive example from the top view.
The point far from the optical axis is of larger error in image coordinate system,
and holds the larger loss in back propagation. This leads to the fact that the
loss function cannot reflect the true deviation between the predicted joints and
GT joints in 3D space. Inconsistency of the loss function tends to weaken the
effectiveness of weak supervision.
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Per point aggregation detail

In this section, the details of our proposed per point aggregation approach will be
illustrated. The difference between our approach and original P2P [2] will also be
introduced. For each point in the point cloud, the network outputs the heatmaps
and offset fields to predict the location of human joints, following P2P [2]. The
heatmap and target offset field are defined as:
  H(p_{i},\phi _{j} )=\left \{\begin {matrix} 1-\left \| p_{i}-\phi _{j} \right \| /r & \qquad \left \| p_{i}-\phi _{j} \right \|\le r, \\ 0 &\qquad Otherwise, \end {matrix}\right . \label {eq:heatmap} 

(1)

  U(p_{i},\phi _{j} )=\left \{\begin {matrix} ( p_{i}-\phi _{j})/\left \| p_{i}-\phi _{j} \right \| & \qquad \left \| p_{i}-\phi _{j} \right \|\le r, \\ 0 &\qquad Otherwise, \end {matrix}\right . \label {eq:vector} 

(2)

where pi is the ith point in point cloud; ϕj is the jth joint to be predicted; r
is the maximum radius of ball for nearest neighbor search; in our human pose
estimation setting, we set r as 80cm/Lobb ; Lobb is the point cloud normalization
parameter according to Handpointnet [1].
Subsequently, the offset vector V from point pi to predicted joint ϕj is defined
as:
  V = r\cdot (1-H_{ij} )\cdot U_{ij} . \label {eq:finalv} 

(3)

The final prediction can be inferred from:
  \hat {\phi } _{j} = \frac { {\textstyle \sum _{m=1}^{M} w_{m}(V_{i_{m}j}+p_{i_{m}}) }} { {\textstyle \sum _{m=1}^{M}w_m}}, \label {eq:final} 

(4)

where im is the index of the point corresponding to the m-th largest value of
heatmap Hj ; We set M as 64 to consider the nearest 64 points in final prediction;
wm is the weight of candidate points according to heatmap value Him j .
Being different from P2P [2] which defines loss function at heatmaps and unit
vector fields, we can define the loss functions according to the joints’ 3D locations
directly. This makes our method can be trained in an end-to-end way and address
the problem that no annotation is provided for generating GT heatmaps and unit
vectors in weakly supervised training.
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Fig. 2. Qualitative results of C3P on CMU Panoptic Dataset.
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Fig. 3. Qualitative results of C3P on ITOP Dataset.
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More qualitative results

In this section, as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we show more qualitative results
of C3P on CMU Panoptic Dataset [4, 5] and ITOP Dateset [3]. Four different
situations on 3D human pose estimation in point cloud are shown, including
”Common pose”, ”Self-occlusion”, ”Point missing” and ”View change”. It can
be observed that, in most cases C3P can acquire acceptable performance.
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